PRIVACY CURTAIN INSTALLATION

This Package Contains: 2 - curtain panels 2 - tiebacks 1 - instruction sheet

NOTE: These instructions are to be used with new style privacy curtains utilizing the sew-on "C" clip retainers.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Unlatch all four top latches and open trailer to normal "set-up" position.

2. From inside the trailer, locate the two aluminum canvas/privacy curtain retaining tracks fastened to the front and rear end panels of the top assembly. See figure.

3. Open the privacy curtain package to remove the two curtain panels and tiebacks.

4. Snap each plastic "C" clip retainer, sewn onto the back of each privacy curtain panel, over the upper "T"-shaped portion of the canvas retaining track. See figure.

5. Slide one curtain panel to the left and right of the bed area.

NOTE: To keep the privacy curtain panel against the tent enclosure while drawing the curtain, snap the last or outside "C" clip retainer between the canvas retainer tabs (screw & tab) and the end of the aluminum "T"-shaped canvas track.
NOTE: An alternative method is to pull the privacy curtains all the way to the right and left. Lift the privacy curtain up and locate the last or outside "C" clip retainer. Adjust the retainer so the privacy curtains align flush with the tent enclosure. Using a small self-tapping screw (not supplied) install the screw through the bottom half of the "C" clip and track. Release privacy curtain.

6. Where applicable, locate one tieback loop sewn into each side panel of the bed assembly. Wrap the tieback around the privacy curtain panel and insert one end through the tieback loop on the bed assembly. Attach tieback ends together using the velcro pads.

7. Allow all curtains and drapes to hang freely prior to closing the trailer. Tiebacks may remain fastened to the bed loops.